Note From TED Conferences Founder Re:
“UnderStAnding USA” Book & Conference

Isn’t this project somewhat outside the realm of TED expertise?
“With TEDX, my staff will be far more involved in shaping the content of
the event than with any of our prior conferences. To complement my
organization’s existing strengths, I have enlisted someone whose
career has been built around the practice of public affairs
communications.

Gregory Peterson holds a law degree, a

communications degree and a master’s in public administration from
Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government. Gregory has the day-to-day
responsibility for TEDX research and the Atlas of Understanding.”
TED Conferences Founder

TED Conference's “UNDERSTANDING USA” project was an
ambitious book and conference that used directed inquiries
and graphic design to help “make public information public.”
As the TED staff member in charge of this book I selected the content,
created the book’s outline, directed research & worked with a cadre of
talented “information architect” designers to breathe life into
statistical data. I also (ghost)wrote the project’s “Manifesto”—the key
document that shaped the book and conference.
The writing sample below is an excerpt from the introductory copy that
launched TED Conference’s "UnderstandingUSA" Project.
(Note: I have updated this hypothetical text to better reflect the tone
that I would employ for a similar project in today’s polarized political
environment.)

Ours is a special moment in history. During the eventful months ahead,
politicians and pundits will be looking forward; historians will be looking
back. But the TED Conferences contribution to this unique moment in time
will be a multi-part project looking at "now." A project designed to
facilitate public understanding of the complex issues we face in navigating
this uncertain moment in 21st Century America.
It is the confluence of this pivotal moment in the Information Revolution,
this crucial mid-term election—and the heightened public consciousness
that will accompany it—that makes this moment a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity to promote public understanding of the most significant
issues facing this nation now. And this much goes without saying: in the
course of civic affairs, timing is everything.
Whatever your views about the results of America’s most recent election
season, you likely will agree that the political process itself left a lot to
be desired. Personal attacks, scandal-mongering and campaigns of
obfuscation—all consumed far too much of our civic consciousness. And
the Washington-based media pundits, who often focused on the
sensational rather than the substantive, consistently misread the
nation’s electoral temperature. As a consequence, a sizable portion of
the electorate simply tuned it all out. And who can blame prospective
voters for not participating when they don’t trust information sources,
don’t understand complex issues, and don’t believe that their participation
makes a difference?

All too often, our fellow Americans never really encounter (much less
engage or truly understand) the complex issues that should be
thoughtfully addressed prior to election day. And when our democratic
processes fail, the big losers are We The People.
Consider this proposition: if given a diet of interesting, accurate, and
understandable public information, might some voters become better
political consumers? Could a rising tide of understandable public
information lift all (or, at least, some) civic boats? That’s what we have in
mind–a public information initiative that will foster informed decisionmaking for the important national issues.
We are clear-eyed in recognizing that there are no quick fixes for the
polarization of our political communities. Truly, any significant
improvement will require massive, sustained efforts from public, private,
and nonprofit organizations. We just want to make a contribution, and in
order to foster an improved state of civic clarity we propose this
straightforward tool: An “Atlas of Understanding”.
Our goal is to make public information public. First, by seeking out facts
that are central to any informed discussion of this country’s pressing
civic issues. Second, by making this crucial information accessible and
ubiquitous and understandable to American citizens.

Will our project be advocacy for specific policy positions? Not so; the
only point of view propounded by TEDX is the Jeffersonian maxim that an
informed citizenry is essential in a democratic society. Again, the TEDX
material is not promoting an agenda that is either liberal or conservative,
Democratic or Republican. It simply aims to help people understand certain
social issues as they seldom have before.
Of course, once people understand an issue in a new way they may well
discover motivation to act upon their new knowledge. (otherwise, why
bother?) But you grasp the point: TEDX is about understanding rather
than advocacy.
As for the subsequent speculation about what should be or what could
be… We will leave that to the journalists, candidates, pundits, policymakers and citizens who use the TEDX material to fashion, or to reassess,
their ideas, opinions and policies.
###
Shown below is just a partial example of how simple, effective graphics can
bring data to life. While conducting the book’s initial research, I found
Harvard student Meredith Bagby’s innovative “Annual Report of the
United States”—and suggested that a graphics “makeover” would make
these data far more accessible. The result? Information Architect Nigel
Holmes employed his “explanation graphics” wizardry to breathe life into
our revised annual report.

Our first spread showed money flowing into the U.S. Treasury.

Next, we showed government expenditures: money flowing out.

Finally, a graphic showing the year’s surplus income (happier days, from a
budgeting standpoint!)—surrounded by a sea of national debt.

The content for TEDX is ambitious – even by TED standards. What we will
cover are 100 key questions (and several hundred follow-up questions)
illuminating the American Condition at this special moment in history.
how many people are truly confident of their ability to find, manage,
evaluate and understand the complex information now required to be an
effective citizen of this nation? With TEDX, we aim to boost civic
confidence and engagement in the issues that will define this nation’s
future.

Join us!
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